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Bringing it all together

!Positive psychology at work
!Appreciative inquiry

!An overview of Positive Psychology
and the latest research

!Future directions for Positive
Psychology and practical
applications in clinical work
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Positive Psychology at work

!Flow

!Appreciative inquiry
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Appreciative Inquiry
!  Evoking rather than telling

!  Finding best moments for
individuals and groups

!  Eliciting a future vision from
staff

!  Not focusing on diagnosis or
problems, but on solutions,
strengths and appreciations
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Finding people’s own solutions to
problems and conflicts on the
job

Exploring and evoking solutions
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! I know this situation has been difficult. Can you
tell me about a moment when you felt as if it was
getting better, however brief or fleeting that may
have been?

! Have you ever resolved a similar problem at work
or at home? How?

! You told me that you used to get along with this
person. Tell me about a time when you got along
with them and what that was like.

! When have you felt most understood in this
situation?

! When have you felt most hopeful in regard to this
problem, even if you don’t feel hopeful right now?
What helped you feel hopeful?

! When have you been pleasantly surprised by
something the other person or people said or did in
the situation, if ever?

! When have you softened toward the other person
or people?

Questions for Evoking Solutions
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Exploring and discovering what has
worked and felt best to people
on the job

Exploring best moments
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! What was the best moment you have had working
here so far? What made it so good?

! Can you recall a time when you resolved a
workplace problem that had been very challenging?
What happened? What did you do that helped
create the solution?

! Was there a time that you received really good
supervision or support from someone at work? Tell
me about that.

! What is the most important lesson you have
learned working here so far?

! Talk about a time when you felt your voice or view
was really heard on the job.

! When have been the most pleasantly surprised by
something that happened at this place?

Questions for Evoking Best Moments
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! Who have you admired on this job? What
have you admired about them or the way
they handle things?

! Tell me about a time when you felt really
valued on the job.

! Tell me about a time when you worked out
a conflict with someone at work.

! When have you felt most moved by
something that happened at work?

! When have you felt most a part of this
organization?

! When do you think your strengths or skills
have been best utilized here?

Questions for Evoking Best Moments
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Solution-Oriented Goals

“What specifically will you be doing differently
after our meeting today?”

! Positive:  “will...be doing”

! Person’s control:  “will you be doing”

! Present:  “after our meeting today”

! Presuppose change:  “doing differently”

! Provide objective measures:  “specifically”
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Results-Oriented Meetings

! Different from relationship and connection-building meetings

! Discussions leading to:

! Promises

! Involving accountability listeners

!  Actioneers

Consensus and the wisdom of groups

Naysayers as contributers

Taking a pulse of the group

Expressing concerns
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Organizational storytelling
Most people function in a storytelling mode. It’s
the way we communicate ideas, richly, as well
as how we structure our thoughts. . . . I don’t
know anyone who remembers things based upon
a string of facts. You remember because you
assemble things in a storytelling form. I would
argue that genetically our brains are wired for
storytelling.
It’s our method of organizing information for
presentation to others. I have never known a
great teacher, a great political leader or a
great military leader who also wasn’t a great
storyteller. Education is a storytelling problem.
Leadership is a storytelling problem.
–Bran Ferren in 12. 1998 of CIO Web Business
Magazine
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Organizational storytelling

Somewhere in our neuro-
physiology, we’ve been hard-
wired for story. There is a kind
of narrative imperative—we
can’t be without stories and we
will find them where we can.

– George Miller, director of
Mad Max movies
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Organizational storytellingOrganizational storytelling

Origin stories-Incidents/moments that show
the original passion/energy or need for the
organization
Values stories-Incidents that reflect what
is important in this culture
Success stories-Incidents that show how to
do something well
Failure stories-Incidents that warn people
what does not work or incidents in which
something valuable was learned from making
mistakes or failing
Vision stories-Stories that inspire people in
relation to the vision or future possibilities



Workplace Stories

Founding stories

" How was the company founded?

" Who were the founders and the early
employees?

" What struggles did they go through to
get the company started or established?

" What was their original impulse, vision or
mission?



Workplace Stories

Mission stories

" What problem or problems or needs in society
is your company trying to address?

" Where do you hope to be as a company in
the future?

" What difference do you hope to make in the
world?

" How do you want to be seen by your
customers, your suppliers, your employees or
your competitors?



Workplace Stories

Hero stories

" Who are the people within and outside
the company that you admire or who you
think have been heroic in their actions?

" What are some incidents that
illustrate that heroism?



Workplace Stories

Best practice stories

" What are some of the best
practices within a department or
discipline and what stories could you
tell to illustrate those practices?

" How does one discover best
practices within your workplace?
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Organizational storytelling

Gathering stories
Videos, audio, writing, telling
in meetings/gatherings, 
scrapbooks, photos

Distributing stories
Newsletters, videos, books
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Elements of Strength-Based Leadership

! Passion/energy

! Vision/paths to the future-opening
possibilities

! Benefits for the individuals and the group of
that vision

! Making a map: Practical means to implement
the future and obtain benefits

! Values that are compatible with that vision
and passion

! Alignment /recruitment/enrolling others in
your vision

! Partnering with people, groups and
organizations with complimentary skills and
resources
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Positive Psychology:
The Big Picture

!What is Positive Psychology?

!What do we know about what helps
people be happier, function better
and find a life with meaning?

!What are the major components
of Positive Psychology?
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What is Positive Psychology?

Research evidence about what works
in human life; what makes people
happier; what gives their lives a
sense of satisfaction and meaning;
what helps them function better
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Genetic/temperament factors

!  Set point for happiness

!  Explanatory style

!  Depression tendencies
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How Happy Are We (in the
U.S.)?

!  38% - Very Happy

!  53% - Quite Happy

!  9% - Not Very Happy
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Are We Getting Happier?

There has been no substantial
increase in the percentage of
people who say they are very
happy or quite happy in the U.S.
since 1950
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Work and happiness

!  People in the U.S. work more
hours than in any other
industrialized nation (it used to be
Japan, but we passed them in the
1990s), yet we are not the
happiest nation, by far.
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Happiness and Countries
1st - Denmark

2nd - Switzerland

3rd - Austria

4th - Iceland

5th - The Bahamas

23rd - USA

41st - UK

90th - Japan

178th - Burundi

Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/5224306.stm
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Money and happiness
!  Americans who earn $50,000/year are much

happier, in general, than those who earn $10,
000/year

!  But those who earn $5 million/year are not
substantially happier than those who earn
$100,000

!  People who  live in poor countries are less happy
than those who live  in moderately wealthy
countries; but those who live in moderately
wealthy countries are not much happier than
those who live in very wealthy countries.

Source: Happiness: Lessons from a New Science by Richard
Layard, Penguin, 2005.
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Life circumstances

!  Country

!  Level of national income

!  Comparative income

!  Job security

!  Meaningful work/life
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Relationships

!  "By far the greatest predictor of

happiness in the literature is intimate

relationships," – Sonja Lyubomirsky,

researcher at UC-Riverside

!  Family

!  Couple

!  Children

!  Friends/social network
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Social connections and happiness
Countless studies document the link between

society and psyche: people who have close
friends and confidants, friendly neighbors,
and supportive co-workers are less likely to
experience sadness, loneliness, low self-
esteem, and problems with eating and sleeping.
The single most common finding from a half
century's research on the correlates of life
satisfaction, not only in the United States but
around the world, is that happiness is best
predicted by the breadth and depth of one's
social connections (Putnam, Robert D.
2000. Bowling alone: the collapse and
revival of American community. New
York: Simon & Schuster, p. 332)
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Happiness and social connections
! People with five or more close friends

(excluding family members) are 50
percent more likely to describe
themselves as "very happy" than
respondents with fewer.

! One survey of 800 college alumni showed
that classmates who valued high income,
job success and prestige more than close
friends and a loving marriage were twice
as likely to be "fairly" or "very" unhappy.

!  Forty percent of married American adults
report themselves as "very happy,"
against 26 percent of unmarrieds.
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Actions/points of view

!  Explanatory styles

!  Expectations

!  Gratitude

!  Forgiveness/compassion

!  Alleviating depression

!  Contribution/service
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Problems with deliberately
pursuing happiness

!  We are bad at predicting what
will make us happy
!  We overestimate the negative

effects of bad stuff

!  We overestimate the lasting
happiness/satisfaction that will
result from good stuff

!  Our preferences change

!  Habituation/the hedonic treadmill
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Looking for joy in all the wrong
places
A study by Tim Kasser at Knox

College in Galesburg, Illinois, found
that young adults who focus on
money, image and fame tend to be
more depressed, have less
enthusiasm for life and suffer more
physical symptoms such as
headaches and sore throats than
others (The High Price of
Materialism, MIT Press, 2002).
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Future directions for practical clinical
applications for positive psychology

!  Much of this research is new and preliminary
!  Much of is not done by and for therapists
!  Therapy has had a traditional bias toward what is

wrong with people (pathology and deficits), so
adding this positive psychology orientation may be
very beneficial

!  We will have to wait to find out what really works
in therapy

!  Preliminary outcome studies show that one
promising area is the installation  or restoration
of hope

!  Encouraging clients to cultivate gratitude and
forgiveness are also promising directions
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Best advice for happiness and
life satisfaction

!  Practice gratitude
!  Have lots of good social interactions and

relationships
!  Lower your expectations and don’t compare

yourself to others that you might think are
better off and would provoke envy

!  Find secure work with meaning
!  Practice service and contribution to others and

the world
!  Develop an optimistic thinking style
!  Focus on hopeful futures
! Exercise regularly (preferably with someone

else)
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Resources
!  Journal of Happiness Studies

!  www.authentichappiness.org

! www.pos-psych.com
!  www.ppc.sas.upenn.edu
!  www.bus.umich.edu/Positive
!  www.viastrengths.org
!  www.centreforconfidence.co.uk
!  www.psych.uiuc.edu/~ediener
!  people.virginia.edu/~jdh6n
!  www.faculty.ucr.edu/~sonja
! 89.234.4.50/cappeu/index.aspx
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Applying The Science of HappinessApplying The Science of Happiness

http://www.billohanlon.com
http://www.thewebwhisperers.com
http://www.getyourbookwritten.com
http://www.getovertrauma.com

Bill O’Hanlon, Possibilities
223 N. Guadalupe #278
Santa Fe, NM 87501
PossiBill@aol.com
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Applying The Science of HappinessApplying The Science of Happiness

This PowerPoint presentation was
created by Bill O’Hanlon ©2007.
You have my permission to use it
for non-commercial purposes (like
sharing it with your colleagues or
studying it yourself). If you want
to use it in any commercial
(money-making) activities, please
contact me for permission and
discussion.


